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GROW YOUR OWN
ROCK CANDY

An exciting at-home activity
with a delicious end result!
Builds on knowledge of solutes
& solvents, and introduces the
supersaturated solution.
*Requires adult supervision*

MATERIALS
Heat-proof jars or glasses, 2
Sugar, 2.5 cups + a little extra
on a plate
Water, 1 cup
Chopsticks or other thin
wooden sticks, 2
Clothespins, 2-4
Food coloring &/or flavoring,
optional
Pot with a lid + a spoon
Paper towels

BEFORE WE BEGIN: WHAT IS A
SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION?
In our experiment today we will be creating a
supersaturated solution, which causes crystals to
form - in this case, sugar crystals!
What is a supersaturated solution? A solution is
created when a solute (eg. sugar) fully dissolves into
a liquid, or solvent (eg. water). A solution becomes
supersaturated when it is more saturated than usual
with a solute. In this activity, this means that the water
becomes VERY saturated, or filled with, the sugar.
How does this happen? When water is at room
temperature it can only hold a concentration of up to
67% sugar, but when water has been heated up, it can
hold a concentration of 75% sugar. Once the solution
has cooled it will try to
reach an equilibrium,
or balance, in its
concentration,
causing sugar crystals
to grow. We'll get to
see this process in
action!

PART 1: CREATE YOUR SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION
Step 1. Ask an adult for help! Bring the water to a
boil in a pot over the stove. You'll know it's boiling
when big bubbles start to appear, and when this
happens, turn the heat down to low.
Step 2. Slowly add the full 2.5 cups of sugar to the hot
water. Keep stirring and stirring (and stirring!) until
all of the sugar has dissolved. You will see the water
turn from cloudy to clear as the sugar dissolves; the
solution is ready when only a few small grains of
sugar can be seen, or none at all.

Left: sugar first being added. Right: sugar almost fully dissolved.

Step 3. Very carefully pour the solution into your
heat-proof jars or glasses to cool (do not let it cool
too much in the pot, or the crystals may not grow
properly). Allow it to cool down to close to room
temperature - this may take 30 to 40 minutes.

PART 2: PREPARE YOUR STICKS
TO GROW SUGAR CRYSTALS
Step 4. While waiting for your solution to cool, pour a
bit of extra sugar on to a plate. Fill a container or cup
with water. Dip your chopsticks about a third of the
way up into the water (or run them under the tap).
Then, roll the wet end of your chopsticks in the sugar,
picking up as much sugar as possible. Let the
chopsticks rest on the side of the plate to dry for a
few minutes.

PART 3: FINISHING STEPS TO
GROW YOUR ROCK CANDY
Step 5: Once the solution has cooled adequately in
the jars, add a few drops of food coloring and/or
flavoring, and stir. This is optional, but it's a great
way to get creative and customize your candy!

Step 6: Carefully submerge one sugar-coated
chopstick into each of your jars, securing it with one
or two clothespins (depending on the width of the
opening of your jar or glass). Do not let the
chopstick touch the bottom or sides of the jar, as
this may cause the growing crystals to attach to
the jar, making it difficult to remove the candy
once it's ready to eat. It may take some
maneuvering to find the right balance.

Left: this glass worked best with one clothespin to balance the
stick. Right: this jar needed two clothespins.

Step 7: To keep any dust or bugs out, cover each jar
with a paper towel by folding it in half, poking a
small hole in the center, and carefully draping it over
the chopstick. It's easy to move the stick while doing
this, so you may need to re-adjust.

Step 8: Now it's time to wait for the rock candy to
grow. This is where our patience is tested! Check on
your rock candy daily if you can, and report to a
friend or family member on your observations - you
should start to see crystals forming by day two or
three. The rock candy can be removed and enjoyed
whenever you would like, but it will take two weeks
to reach it's maximum growth potential.

REMIX THIS EXPERIMENT
Try growing rock candy on a string instead of a
stick! Use the same method as outlined in these
instructions, but instead trim a piece of string so
it's appropriate for the length of the jar, dip it into
water, roll it in the sugar, then tie it to a pen or
pencil to hang down into the jar - again, try to
keep the string from touching the jar.

For another twist, try growing borax crystals on a
pipe cleaner. This version is not edible, but still
pretty awesome! Have an adult help you make a
supersaturated solution with approximately 3
cups of warm water and 9 tablespoons of borax
powder; keep adding more borax until no more
will dissolve. Pour the solution into a jar, bend a
pipe cleaner into any shape you'd like, tie it with a
piece of string to a pen/pencil, and let it hang
down into the solution. Voila! Let the crystals grow
until you are satisfied with the result.

REAL WORLD CONNECTIONS
Have you ever used heating
packs in the winter to keep
your fingers warm in your
gloves (or toes warm in your
boots)? Most of these packs
are single use, but did you
know there are also reusable
ones made with a
supersaturated solution?
The solution in this case uses sodium acetate, which
releases heat as it turns to crystals. This means it
can be used again and again, by boiling the packets
to return them to a supersaturated state.

UP NEXT
Today we learned what a
supersaturated solution is, how
to create one ourselves, and how
these solutions can be used
grow crystals. Next Tuesday, we'll
be building a strand of DNA out
of - you guessed it - candy!!

